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Paint by Sticker is a compelling new activity for crafters and
performers, doodlers and coloring publication enthusiasts of most ages.
The works are the Birth of Venus, by Sandro Botticelli, The Creation of
Adam, by Michelangelo, Mona Lisa, by Leonardo da Vinci, Gal with a Pearl
Earring, by Johannes Vermeer, Napoleon at Saint-Bernard Pass, by JacquesLouis David, The Great Wave off Kanagawa, by Katsushika Hokusai, Houses
of Parliament, Sunlight Effect, by Claude Monet, Still Existence with
Apples and a Pot of Primroses, by Paul Cezanne, Dance at Bougival, by
Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Bedroom in Arles, by Vincent van Gogh, Breezing
Up (A Fair Wind), by Winslow Homer, and the beautiful study in color,
Flaming June, by Frederic Leighton.the stickers, the templates, the
intuitive directions. The cardstock webpages are perforated for easy
removal, making it easy to body the completed pictures.—Color by Sticker
Masterpieces includes all you need to create twelve lively, full-color “
Masterpieces encourages everyone to channel their internal da Vinci and
create twelve iconic works of art.paintings”
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Your own masterpieces The size of this book, the quantity of details,
artwork, and perforated pages are excellent! Additionally, there are
some tips in leading of the book to help you on the way. Takes
concentration and a reliable hand. Manufacturing flaws in this edition.
A few of the stickers are a bit little (Yep, I'm looking at you?,
Breezing Up - Winslow Homer?) but the end item is well worth it. On
another artwork piece, I pointed out that a few stickers aren't fully
slice on some of the sticker web pages which causes just a little snafu
when trying to pick them up. Great Way To Relax The book came very
quickly as I ordered it one night and it came the very next day.! It
could be a good addition if either of those were incorporated with the
book. I am so extremely disappointed by the grade of this book. Plus,
you hardly notice once the final product is complete. You could super
very easily tear a hole in your stickers with those! I intend to
laminate a few of my best pieces and hang them. I came across a
dangerous new hobby. Actually, I simply ordered my fourth one (it’s
paint by sticker: birds). This is relaxing, not really messy, and in the
end you feel as if you created art! Addictive new hobby! Super fun -great outcomes! It's supposed to look like a mosaic puzzle ultimately,
and that's the wonder of it.Make use of tweezers to greatly help
positioning and sticking of the stickers, especially the small ones. The
best, super creative idea I've seen in a long, long time, for kids. It
helps with precision if you are a perfectionist such as for example
myself. Super fun for "kids" of most ages! These sticker by quantity
books have become fun! Some of the stickers are slightly smaller than
their form or are a hair too large and overlap but I believe it gives
the pictures some extra character. 14 really enjoy them and so do I!
Beautiful colors and detail. As a grown-up, I loved the vibrant colours
and recognizable artworks, but I worried it could be too complete for
tiny fingers. Great gift idea I bought this for my 5-year-previous
nephew, and it was very well-received. I'd recommend this as a great
creative outlet! It turned out to be just great, though. The child
involved gets in a whole lot of LEGO period, and does not have any
trouble manipulating small things. If your child still struggles with
that, though, you may consider among the simpler paint-by-sticker
titles. Definitely held them entertained! I love these books as they are
an easy way to be innovative on the go as you do not have to bring other
components besides the book. Great gift for the artwork lover I love
coloring however the whole mature coloring books were really of zero
interest if you ask me. When I noticed that they today make color by
sticker books I really was thinking about trying one out. I have a art
history background so when I noticed this book I bought it instantly.
I've found myself getting lost in doing the works of art. Just not the
activity for me. The price is such a great deal through Amazon. It's
great that the picture and corresponding sticker pages can be torn out
of the book, therefore everyone can be working on their very own picture

simultaneously. My son really needed it and got. That is a great item
for those with endurance and idle hands! I’ve literally shed hours (not
to mentiong working neck muscles) focusing on these. Another awesome
book I really like these books I function graveyard and use these to
stay awake I simply finished this publication and these were just some
of the pictures I think turned out best they all prearranged perfectly
and the stickers were trim where these were easy to eliminate from the
the sticker page no lifting on the pictures while putting it together
Hours of fun Great for older kids. Had a blast carrying out this with my
friends. I highly recommend using a pair of tweezers.PS — you absolutely
need to involve some tweezers on hands whenever you want to do this. My
girls, age range 11 & I bought the last one and I adored it, this time
they need to have gotten a different manufacturer. So addicting! I love
it! JUST USE TWEEZERS WITH IT I actually SUPER enjoy these, and it’s
wayyyy easier on my joints than coloring and knitting and than basically
all the other hobbies I’ve had over the years. I dig it, which was my
third of the books that I own! It's addictive! I am hoping this review
helps! It makes it very much easy to understand where your stickers are
going without your fingers getting in the way. You “can” use your hands
instead, but it’s quite literally impossible to accomplish it well
without them. You don’t want anything fancy, except I significantly
recommend either the type with the flat, right edge at a 90 degree
position or the flat right ones at just like a 45 level angle.
Basically, NOT the types with the pointed suggestion. The pictures have
become nice, but the stickers aren't cut correctly on several of the
bedding (don't always totally fill the form) - or not cut thoroughly so they tear in a way they didn't with the first book. Great for Long
Flights! I purchased this for a 14-hour flight for my 9-year-old and it
was so worth it! I also purchased one (with different styles) for my
13-year-old plus they both loved them! I know people that cherished
these books. There are several made simply for kids. Also, they are messfree, so you won’t need to worry about cleaning up. Another reviewer
pointed out using tweezers with these, but we were great without them.
Not for me! I even framed among my favorite and put it through to my
desk at the job. In one of the ideas, it mentioned using either a
toothpick or tweezers to help you place the stickers.Also, the
publication mentions that the stickers are sticky, which makes you think
that they can't be moved once placed on the page, this is not the case
unless you have the strength of Thor while pressing the stickers
down.Overall, this is a really fun idea and it makes an excellent, cheap
gift. Super fun for the meticulous child! It's engaging but you can also
concentrate on conversations, and the results are gorgeous! S/he must
like putting little itty-bitty stickers on accurately and have a long
attention span. For those who have among those children, definitely
consider using a! It's better quality than some of the other sticker
publication bc the stickers do not fall off after you stick them on and

the stickers are cut well. Great! Simply Great!Ideally, there'll be more
of these 'Masterpiece' books in the future!! In fact, I take advantage
of tweezers the whole time. I really hope they come out with more
artwork masterpiece books since I am nearly done with this one. I am
just unhappy that I cannot use it as a Xmas gift now.I see many folks
commenting about how the sticker pieces aren't cut away perfectly. It’s
amazing to see these pictures type as you place actually the littlest of
stickers. It really is super fun for the meticulous kid. It's fun to do
and easy. Of all things they taken to perform on the plane, these books
were by far their favorite! Perhaps in case you are very much pickier
about the results you might like to do this. I'll stick to coloring!
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